ACTIVITY: Snow & Temperature Data Collection

01. GATHER MATERIALS
   - Metre stick or ruler
   - Thermometer
   - Computer/tablet/smartphone

02. RECORD OBSERVATIONS
   Find a place outside in a field or lawn that is untouched (e.g. an area that hasn’t been walked on, plowed, or driven over) and away from structures (e.g. fences, buildings). Record 10 sets of observations at different locations across the field.

   Share and submit observations: sknowledge.ca/share

03. VIEW DATA
   Wondering what the snow conditions are near you? In your community?
   Explore the interactive map: sknowledge.ca/explore

Follow these steps once a week (or more!) from mid-November to mid-May, and share your Snowday! Mark your calendar: sknowledge.ca/calendar and never miss a Snow day!